Abstract: Achieving advancements in automatic recognition of emotions that music can induce require considering multiplicity and simultaneity of emotions. Comparison of different machine learning algorithms performing multilabel and multiclass classification is the core of our work. The study analyzes the implementation of the Geneva Emotional Music Scale 9 in the Emotify music dataset and the data distribution. The research goal is the identification of best methods towards the definition of the audio component of a new a new multimodal dataset for music emotion recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Music has the power of inducing emotions, and human beings exploit such a phenomenon in order to empower a variety of mental states and activities, both positively and negatively. The study of emotions and music has a long and still vibrant tradition. New findings and changes of perspective in the field are not uncommon. More recent is the field investigating music emotion recognition through computational means. Music emotion recognition (MER) is an emerging and cross-disciplinary field spanning information retrieval (audio, symbolic and metadata) and machine learning, on a strong backing of music cognition (semiology of music and psychology) and music theory. Musical stimuli can be categorized according to the emotions that they can induce. As computational means have progressively increased efficiency and provided more accurate results, the contribution of MER to the general field of emotion research has become central in the study of the emotional expressiveness of music. The automatic recognition of the emotions that music can induce through listening is an important part of automated music information retrieval (MIR). Computational approaches for MER through automated retrieval of musical information have shown accuracy that is comparable or surpasses human performance [1] .
Emotion induction through music is the process of emotionally affecting a subject through musical stimuli. However, the complexity of human emotions is still neither fully understood from a theoretical perspective, nor fully captured and represented using computational means. Approaches narrowing down the complexity of the phenomenon from specific perspectives are known for the biological [2] , the cognitive [3] and the cultural [4] . However, such implications also suggest that perception is multimodal and music stimuli can channel one single emotion or multiple emotions simultaneously. Studies approaching MER and MIR multimodally as well as emotions in their multiplicity are rare. Research in the Musical-Moods project encompasses a cross-modal approach to machine learning for validating a MER computational model. This project investigates music from a multimodal perspective that involve motor, kinesthetic, visual and language besides auditory components, and evaluating results through creative practice with the aim to understand how we feel and attribute meaning when interacting with music technology. The Musical-Moods [5] dataset targets emotions and mental states indexed by language modelling of the participants and comprises audio excerpts, vector-based 3D animations and dance video recordings from automatic music generation through an interactive and music system [6] and professional dancers. In the present paper, we want to identify the best methods to categorize and recognize simultaneous music-induced emotions, in order to know what to expect in the Musical-Moods project before the dataset is produced and use these best methods in the definition of the MIR component of its computational model.
There are multiple ways to categorize emotions and music in terms of emotions. A first and simple approach is to have a listener indicate what is the emotion expressed by a set of music stimuli. Difficulties in emotion representation can be encountered in terms of annotator's subjectivity and language constraints. Moreover, different subjects can have a different opinion about the same emotional content.
The need for a universal model able to represents real-world scenarios is paramount. An important first approach is to consider multiple annotation to describe the same music for each music piece of a dataset as different annotators can annotate a subset of the dataset through predefined tags. This known as multiclass annotation [7] [8] . A more nuanced approach capable of better modelling emotion induction is to use continuous values representing different dimensions of the perceived emotions which are attributed to a specific piece [9] [10], typically adopting the valence-arousal Cartesian expressive space [1] . These dimensions are independent, with valence indicating how a person feels depending on positive or negative evaluations of people, things or events, and arousal indicating the degree of a person's activation and his/her inclination to perform actions. It is possible to extend the valence-arousal space by a third dimension as discussed in MIR-based psychology [4] . A more sophisticated approach is to build a dictionary of discernible patterns appearing in sample data on a short timescale and then expressing the contents of a music file using contents of the dictionary. We will focus our study on the latest implementation of this latter approach.
II. GEMS EMOTION CATEGORIZATION AND THE EMOTIFY DATASET
The Genevan Emotional Music Scales (GEMS) consists of 45 terms for annotation of musically induced/expressed emotions. Shorter versions of 25 and 9 terms exist [11] . This can be considered as an emotional cluster model [12] , investigating array of terms for music related emotions that describes the emotional and psychological response of music annotators. Each annotator could select maximally three items from the scale in order to describe the emotions, which they felt most prominent when listening to a music track from the dataset. In the dataset, 515 terms are noted for the verbal description of the emotions induced in the listening. The different arrays of terms are then grouped on the results of a set of experiments with different annotators. Study 1 and 2 (Total Participants: 354): a list of terms related to emotions that are relevant to the music is made. Attention is also paid to perceived and induced emotions through 5 groups of listeners with distinct musical preferences. Study 3 (Total participants: 801): the structure of emotions for music induced by Cronbach's alpha factor is examined. You get a model with 9 emotions factors for induced music. Study 4 (Total Participants: 238): the model in Study 3 is replicated and it is found that it better represents the emotions needed to describe the psychology of listening to music [12] .
In the present study, we investigate the adoption of GEMS from a machine-learning perspective. The aim is the automatic classification of induced emotions through music using a multilabel approach. In the present study we introduce a new method for feature extraction that integrates different frameworks and best methods for automatic feature selection and grid search for the optimization of the classification parameters.
The Emotify dataset includes 400 tracks (44100 Hz, 128 kbps, one minute each) and incorporates four music genres (classical, rock, pop, electronic music), 100 tracks per genre and 8407 annotations total.
Annotations in the dataset are collected using a version of the scale representing nine emotions: GEMS-9. The annotations, herein referred to as labels, verify the inducement of an emotion among the following:
"amazement", "solemnity", "tenderness", "nostalgia", "calmness", "power", "joyful activation", "tension", "sadness". The label identifies the class a track belongs to, through statistical evaluation.
Analysis of emotion annotations.
At a first glance, it is evident that the amount of total annotations differs for each of the 400 tracks in the corpus. The simplest statistical criterion that we can use to describe the distribution of the annotations is to compute the mean positive response of the total annotations. This method provides information regarding the inducement of a specific emotion in the annotators by the music tracks. Because the dataset adopts a multiclass approach, the probability of data sparseness is high when considering the expected mean annotation of a single emotion per each track (2.335), meaning that track can have labels produced by few annotations. We consider a label to be valid if the mean positive response of annotations exceeds a specific threshold, herein defined as consensus threshold.
The method produces a score value for each label that represents that emotion in the track. This score is also computed in [7] , as capable of preserving information regarding the emotional expressiveness and emotion induction in listening for each track.
Where:
• i: i-th emotion
• j: j-th track
• ak: presence or absence (0 or 1) of the i-th emotion expressed according to a specific annotator
• n: total number of annotations for the j-th track.
The method computes the score without weighing the number of listening sessions for each annotator.
A.
Validity of emotion labels
Advancements in MER can be achieved by generalizations capable of surpassing the intrinsic difficulties existing in producing a universal model of emotion induction. We analyze further the Emotify music corpus and the implementation of the GEMS-based multiclass annotation approach by adopting the consensus threshold technique as the criteria for considering an emotion to be relevant for a certain track.
The emotion score is computed as defined in (A), in order to consider a label as valid if exceeding a defined threshold. In this way, a score represents a consistent emotional expressiveness for emotion induction in listening among the annotators regarding a single emotion.
We estimate the percentage consensus threshold through a posteriori observation of the average trend of the emotions per track in the dataset. The percentage value represents the proportion of annotators who identify specific emotions as part of the average trend. This average function is monotonically decreasing, and its standard deviation has a decreasing trend that is stable to the unit value. Notably, we identify plateau zones at 25% and 30%. The estimated thresholds have an average of 3.5 ± 1 and 2.5 ± 1 annotated mood per track.
III. PATTER RECOGNITION
Pattern recognition is a branch of machine learning characterized by the analysis and identification of patterns within raw data. Such patterns are known as features. In MER, strong performance was initially reported in tasks of music emotion classification by using audio features only [13] , and various algorithms are currently available (i.e., MIRtoolbox [14] , Marsyas [15] , Psysound [16] when language data cannot be used [19] . In the Emotify dataset, lyrics are not comprised in the dataset and this is certainly a limiting factor in consideration of scenarios where lyrics are available for the music.
However, in approaching an emotion recognition task in music that leverages on audio features only, we challenge scenarios where language data is not available as well as aim to raise the state of the art of audio-based MER. Moreover, the use of GEMS as a means for producing annotations in Emotify provide us with the opportunity to consider audio scenarios from a perspective on language data that can also be useful in classifying the Musical-Moods dataset from the likelihood of occurrence of words used by participants to describe emotions.
In the last few years, collection of ground truth for emotion labels has been increasingly carried out by using game(s)-with-a-purpose (GWAP) [20] [21] , as based on the "wisdom of the crowds" phenomenon [22] [23] [24] and thus less expensive than listener surveys [25] [26] or social tags [27] . Recently, the approach has been integrated in methods for multimodal distributed semantics, thus showing that computational models of meaning improves in efficiency when classification of meaning is grounded in perception [28] . As annotators self-report the music induction from listening sessions in accordance to their subjective experience, we can assimilate the task of music emotion labelling to a process of meaning attribution that is grounded in perception. In Emotify, annotations are also produced using a GWAP [29] .
In the Musical-Moods project, computational models of meaning are grounded in perception by using a new multimodal game with a purpose. This is a multimodal GWAP for language modelling deployed as part of the Musical-Moods project. M-GWAP is based on mindprint modelling [30] . [4] ). From this perspective, the process of generating emotion labels through M-GWAP is superior to GEMS. Moreover, in Emotify, annotators are presented with terms that derive from a process of label definition that is separate from the music annotation task at hand. The emotion labels which they are presented with could simply not reflect the music files that they are required to annotate, as well as their culture and subjectivity. On the contrary, In M-GWAP, players can freely describe the emotions that they identify in the music using their own words, thus providing a model for categorization that is closer to real-world scenarios.
M-GWAP incorporates a component for the annotation of music alone. In this, scores computed for emotion labels are based on popularity ranking. An emotion term needs to pass a threshold of popularity before it is added as a real annotation for a multimodal excerpt. Popularity is here assimilated to form of consensus. In the present article, we investigate distribution for expectancy of agreement (consensus) on emotion terms with the aim of gathering know-how for then best calibrating the score system of language modelling in the audio component of the M-GWAP.
IV. PREPROCESSING
We extract audio features from the audio files of the Emotify dataset by using different computational frameworks such as MIRToolbox and Marsyas for deriving statistical functions, and Psysound for extracting psychoacoustical features.
A. Discretization
When classifying continuous data, a variable amount of discretization error is always present. Reducing this amount to a level that can be considered as negligible in relation to the music emotion modelling, before the actual classification occurs, is important.
Kononenko's discretization [34] is a process that provides optimal results for audio-based tasks. This is a recursive algorithm, whose stopping criterion is based on the Minimum Description Length principle (MDL). MDL considers regularities in a given set of data to compress the data and describe it through fewer symbols than in their original representation. Discretization operates by dividing values of the continuous attribute into intervals and representing each interval by a string. Discretization reduces the helps reducing the learning complexity and modelling correlation between attributes and target class. A best number of thresholds for the discretization is selected through a supervised method. The algorithm estimates probabilities of two near instances from the same class and two near instances from different class to have an attribute value that is the same for each instance in a pair. The first pair represents the predicative power of the attribute, while the second testifies against that probability. These two probabilities are combined into a single parameter. The significance of the attribute increases proportionally with parameter value. The algorithm adopts a measure of dissimilarity between attribute and class, which is as:
Where A is the attribute, C is the class, and H represents the entropy. Entropy is here defined as:
where given k classes (C1; … ; Ck), Si is the set of instances and P(Cj ; Si) is the proportion of instances in Si having class Cj.
B. Feature selection
While, the extraction of audio features is a major step in audio classification tasks, operating a reasoned selection of features can strongly improve the results of the classification. An excessively large number of features could lead to various disadvantages, such as increased processing time, reduced classification accuracy and information redundancy. In the training phase of the classification task, the use of too many features may expose to the risk of data overfitting. In order to select the most relevant features from a large feature set, automatic selection is highly advisable and various algorithms exist for the automatic selection of most-relevant features. In the present article, we compare results from the CFS (Correlationbased Feature Selection) algorithm with results obtained using the t-Student distribution test.
B1. CFS
The Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) algorithm [35] automatically selects features with a strong correlation to the primary class and a weak correlation to the other features. This way, selected features have high relevance and low redundancy. The formula used is the following:
This formula measures the relevance of a subset feature (S) containing k features, where r stands for the main correlation between feature and class (f ∈ S), as well as for the average inter-correlation between features. We compute the CFS algorithm and t-test for each emotion class. We define the feature set as the union of all selected features for each class. From this set we will select a best sub-set of features concurring to the best automatic classification process of music induced emotions. The aim is to improve the quality of input data by reducing information redundancy.
B2. T-test

V. CLASSIFICATION
Extracted features are part of the raw data that is used to classify tracks into nine distinct emotions (or classes). As mentioned, emotion multiplicity as approached through GEMS and Emotify (GEMS-9) leads to a multi-labeling problem. From a classification perspective, we represent efficiently the nine emotions as a computational problem that is both multilabel and multiclass. The nine emotion labels are not exclusive (multilabel) and each can either be present or absent for a music track (multiclass). In such a classification, each music track in the dataset is assigned to multiple emotion labels, creating multiple classification patterns that are valid at the same time [36] . In the present study, we approach the problem Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are mathematical learning models that emulate the biological neural network. In this way, the artificial neural network is constituted by several neuron layers that receive information through input connections and send information to the next layer through output connections.
The basic element in data processing is called perceptron, the simplest mathematic representation of the biological neuron. In ANNs Error! Reference source not found., the perceptron receives input from other perceptra or from the environment, xj ∈ ℜ, j = 1, . . . , d, and links that input at the same time to both synaptic weights wj ∈ ℜ and to the output y. As w0 allows to generalize the model, y is a function of the weighted sum of the inputs. This function, so-called "activation function", can be either linear or non-linear (e.g. a sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent).
In this study, we adopt an ANN using a backpropagation method. Backpropagation is a method used in combination with gradient descent as the optimization approach requiring a desired output (target) for each input value to calculate the gradient of the loss function (cost function).
Bayesian classifiers [42] are based on the Bayes theorem. This theorem links the probability that one event (A) occurs in relation to another (B) to the probability that the latter occurs in relation to the former.
The joint probability of these two variables persists also after an inversion of the variables, that is: P (A,B) = P (B,A). Also, the probability that A and B occur simultaneously is equal to the probability that A occurs multiplied by the likelihood that B occurs once A is happened, that is: P (A,B) = P (A) * P (B|A);
and vice versa: P (B,A) = P (B) * P (A|B). These equations can be equalized according to the joint probability, resulting in the Bayes Theorem of the conditional probability:
Through the Bayes theorem it is possible to compute the likelihood for an unknown event to occur according to the presence of specific conditions having a causal relationship with the former Error! Reference source not found.. Therefore, Bayesian classifiers are particularly useful in applications where the relation between the values of the attributes and those of the class is not deterministic because either of data noise, of attributes not modelling some characteristics of the phenomenon or of difficulties in quantifying certain aspects of the phenomenon.
In the present study, we adopt a Naïve Bayesian classifier assuming independence of the features each with the other. As the approach is a simplification of the real-world problem, we expect the classification using Naïve Bayesian classifier to perform better in term of generalizations and worse where a strong correlation between features exist.
VI. EXPERIMENTS ON EMOTIFY DATASET
The main goal of our experiments is to compare the performance of different machine learning methods in an emotion classification task. The present section reports the tools adopted, describes the classification algorithms and presents results from the different classifiers.
An initial consideration can be made regarding the audio format that is used for the audio files of the Emotify dataset. This is the popular MPEG-2 Audio Layer III (mp3) format, which is a lossy format based on the concept of auditory masking and sound data compression occurring without major distinguishable difference in the listening when comparing to the uncompressed sound data. In a classification task of induced emotions through music, the sound data that is lost in the compression could be relevant for the features in two ways. Features mostly related to perception will be affected by the loss of sound data, although only minorly, because of the auditory masking phenomenon on which the compression is based. In this case, compression operates similarly to a feature selection, as information that is not relevant in the listening is discarded before the actual feature selection process occurs. Differently, every feature that is not related to perception will potentially be affected by the compression, as of the discarded sound data. Also, we may question whether emotions induced through music are the result of acoustic phenomena occurring only at a conscious level. Audio files which are almost identical in the listening could still affect a listener in different ways. For example, frequencies which are outside of the maximum range of human hearing could still affect a listener, both at a physiological level through resonance of the sound waves in the listener's body, and at a perceptual level through subliminal perception -a sound property is too weak to be perceived yet it influences the listener -resulting in a different emotional induction overall. For non-perceptual features, mp3
compression could therefore generate a disturbance in the features' values, reduce or even eliminate the relevance of subliminal perceptual features. As the Emotify datasets does not provide information regarding the uncompressed sound data, no comparison is possible to that. However, we should take these considerations into account when drawing our conclusions.
Extracting features using MIRToolbox requires the MATLAB environment and accepts audio files using the wave format (wav). While lost sound data cannot be recovered by converting the files from mp3 to wave, we still need to convert them in order to carry out the feature extraction task. For this reason, a Java program is created for bulk conversion of each audio file from the original mp3 format of the dataset to wave.
In order to extract features values that can be meaningful in terms of emotion induction we cannot simply
analyze each 1-minute audio files in its entire length, because emotions have shorter duration than a minute and one single track could convey different emotions in different moments. Instead, we consider a chronologically moving time-window on the signal. The length of this window must be short enough that only one emotion at a time can be captured rather than two temporally subsequent emotions expressed in the music. For this, the length of the window, so-called "frame", must be lower than the half of the duration of the quickest possible emotion induction through music. The duration of a peak emotional response varies also according to the specific emotion that is induced. Tests report durations as low as 0.2 s under specific circumstances of music emotion induction [44] . In other studies, timewindows of 0.5 s and shifts of 0.25 s are used for short-term features, while long-term features can be meaningfully retrieved from time-windows of 3 s, shifted in 1 s steps [28] . Similarly, we characterize the duration of each window position (frame) by a length of 0.5 s and a shift of 0.25 s.
As audio files in the dataset are not perfectly equal in length although all close to 30 s, we consider the shortest audio file in the dataset as the minimum file length from which to extract a vector for each feature at a frame level. Average, standard deviation, asymmetry and kurtosis are calculated for each feature.
We classify the dataset using a SMO-based SVM, an ANN with backpropagation, and a Naïve Bayesian classifier. The classification infrastructure is deployed by implementing our proprietary programming code for automated classification tasks. For each classification, the code recalls four cross validation folds and 20 different parameters initializations using various methods. First, we consider all raw features extracted, then we repeat the procedure using only features selected through CFS and t-test methods.
Additionally, we repeat the classification by carrying out a discretization before the feature selection.
We used the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka 3.8) [16] in command line and standard mode for feature selection and classification. Configuration parameters include a simple estimator (search algorithm k2) for the Bayesian classifier, a logistic polykernel for SMO in SVM, and 80 neurons in a single hidden layer with 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 moment and a training gradient descent using momentum algorithm for the ANN.
Extracted raw features are statistically synthesized determining a total of 476 total features.
Discretization and feature selection improve the analysis. Tables 1 and 2 show results of classification.
These results are reported in terms of accuracy, defined as correctly classified instances, per emotion and threshold of 30 and threshold of 25, respectively.
As mentioned, these thresholds represent the mean of annotators who identify the presence of an emotion and allows us to understand which emotions are better categorized by GEMS-9 in the Emotify dataset. As expected, MLP using a single hidden layer provides the most accurate classification when considering all raw features, although with an accuracy (77.61%) that is only slightly superior to the results obtained on the same feature set using SVM (77.44%). We achieve an improvement using CFS for all three classifiers and one further when running a discretization task before the feature selection. Using discretization, the highest accuracy is obtained with the Bayesian classifier and is attested at 88%. In comparison to the classification of raw features, an accuracy increase is also noticed when using t-test.
For t-test, the highest value is 83% for SVM at p-value = 0.05. In the case of threshold = 25, an accuracy improvement is noted when moving from raw features to both discretization and CFS. The best performing classifier in this case is Bayesian with 86.86% accuracy compared to 74% accuracy of MLP on raw features. Improvements are also present when using t-test, SVM and p-value = 0.01, albeit these are only marginal improvements in comparison the same case but using CFS instead. For both cases the highest accuracy value is achieved when using discretization together with CFS and the Bayesian classifier. For t-test, the highest value is achieved for SVM although at different p-values for the different thresholds. Although the threshold at 30% provides better results in terms of classification, this is also a consequence of having a lower number of moods per track, which translates in a lower uncertainty for the classification. On the contrary, the threshold at 25% is a better representation of real-world scenarios, as considering a greater potential multiplicity of induced emotions. Figure 2 and figure 3 show the classification results by considering mean and standard deviation using the different thresholds for each emotion. Figure 3 . Classifiers mean efficiency using consensus threshold at 25%.
Notably, the difference in accuracy regarding the recognition of the specific emotions is consistent to previous research on the Emotify dataset [7] . In that, "all the feature sets demonstrate the same pattern of success and failure"; we take that consistent classification results are reported across the different feature sets. This leads the authors to the conclusion that amazement and joyful activation must be emotional categories, which "are very different in their subjectiveness". Our results however do not avail these conclusions, as we report high accuracy values at around 90% for both emotions when considering both thresholds plateau (25 and 30), in our testing. On the contrary, we report the lowest accuracy for the classification of the solemnity label. Notably, a direct comparison to the authors' methods of classification is possible by considering the root mean square error (RMSE) and its standard deviation across the multiple cross validation rounds. absolute fit of the model to the data. The comparison shows that all our features set outperform considerably those adopted by the authors', in all classification cases and for all mood labels. For the different consensus thresholds of 30% and 25%, we respectively attest Mean Classification Accuracy at 88% and 86.2% and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) at 0.29 ± 0.07 and 0.31 ± 0.07. In a direct comparison, our best method provides improvement for RMSE of 0.42-0.44 ± 0.13 from the best result on the same dataset from [7] . 
VII. CONCLUSION
Music emotion induction is a phenomenon whose complexity is simplified in most approaches to the automatic recognition of emotion in music. A listener can perceive multiple emotions simultaneously.
Subjective and cultural differences can constitute a bias in annotations tasks. In the present paper, we investigate classification of multiple and simultaneous emotions that can be induced/expressed through individual music tracks, with the aim of identifying best methods for information retrieval and computational learning models of emotions in music. We test a variety of approaches on the Emotify dataset, which adopts the GEMS-9 model for the categorization of nine different labels of emotion that can be expressed/induced simultaneously in music by a same annotator. The analysis of Emotify and GEMS-9 will provide us the opportunity to design better a new multimodal dataset for MER, MIR and computational creativity.
We approach the scenario of emotions expression/induction through music as a multilabel and multiclass problem, where multiple emotion labels can be adopted for the same music track by each annotator (multilabel), and each emotion can be identified or not in the music (multiclass higher agreement between the annotations suggests that this may be better captured by a conditional approach, as on the contrary, the same annotations are less effected for 25% consensus threshold (from 73.48% to 81.73%). In a direct comparison to the existing reference study on the same Emotify dataset from [7] , our best method improve RMSE of 0.42-0.44 ± 0.13 from the best result on the same dataset.
A first consideration can be drawn regarding the use of consensus thresholds as a means of validation for multiple emotion labels to identify the number of available labels used for describing effectively induced/expressed emotions through music. The high value of mean performance achieved by the classifiers confirms the validity of consensus threshold as a method for the analysis of the distribution of annotations per emotion label. In the definition of a new multilabel dataset, we should therefore aim at gathering enough annotations that can represent a consensus for emotion labels proportional to the datapoints distribution that is equal or higher to threshold values adopted in the present study; at least 25% -30% of the total annotators will need agreeing regarding the identification of a specific emotion in the same music excerpt, for that emotion label to be considered as valid and the classification task to achieve strong performance.
In terms of future implementations in the Musical-Moods project, this will require fine tuning the score system of M-GWAP so that players will be motivated by the score system towards a total number of emotion labels that is proportional to the total number of annotations that we expect to gather by deploying this multimodal game with a purpose. As players will be allowed to enter freely any term for describing the item that the M-GWAP will present them, rather than selecting from a limited set of labels as in the use of GEMS-9, risk of data sparseness will be higher than in Emotify. To this end M-GWAP should aim at gathering a greater number of annotations than the mean of annotations per musical genre classified in Emotify. As M-GWAP is based on mindprint modelling, and this approach is superior to GEMS because of the freedom that is granted to the player for describing the emotions they identify in the music, we consider this risk as part of the problem of dealing with emotion modelling technique that attempt to induce the least bias as possible. A further consideration can be made regarding the classification methods. M-GWAP is a game with a purpose that allows gathering emotions labels about a variety of media datatypes. Because of this, we can assume that a Naïve Bayesian classifier should perform efficiently for MER in a new but similar corpus, given a character of multimodality in the variety of the data. For example, should the audio files in the Musical-Moods dataset belong to a music genre that is not represented in Emotify, correlations between features could simply not exist. On the contrary, the use of audio clips of different music genre could be particularly useful towards the definition of a universal model for the automatic recognition of emotions that can be expressed and induced through music. Similarly, we cannot assume that a similar classification method would be efficient for different datatypes. Nevertheless, annotations gathered should converge towards emotion labels identical or semantically close to those adopted in GEMS-9, and a correlation between features exists, as long as the features extracted from the multimodal corpus can be classified with strong accuracy and low RMSE.
This was the case of our testing on the Emotify dataset. From this perspective, non-domain features could be useful as a starting point for adopting a cross-modal approach, also confirming that investigating emotion induction/expression from a multimodality of approaches supports classifying complex and structured, simultaneous emotions and achieving solid results when drawing from experiences observed multimodally.
Our future work will include a fine tuning of the score system in M-GWAP and a classification first of the audio component of the Musical-Moods database, and then of the video, motion capture data, and language modelling of the participants by using the best methods here identified.
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